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Abstract
Distributed termination detection is a fundamental problem in parallel and distributed computing and numerous schemes with different
performance characteristics have been proposed. These schemes, while being efﬁcient with regard to one performance metric, prove to be
inefﬁcient in terms of other metrics. A signiﬁcant drawback shared by all previous methods is that, on most popular topologies, they take
(P ) time to detect and signal termination after its actual occurrence, where P is the total number of processing elements. Detection delay is
arguably the most important metric to optimize, since it is directly related to the amount of idling of computing resources and to the delay in
the utilization of results of the underlying computation. In this paper, we present a novel termination detection algorithm that is simultaneously
optimal or near-optimal with respect to all relevant performance measures on any topology. In particular, our algorithm has a best-case detection
delay of (1) and a ﬁnite optimal worst-case detection delay on any topology equal in order terms to the time for an optimal one-to-all
broadcast on that topology (which we accurately characterize for an arbitrary topology). On k-ary n-cube tori and meshes, the worst-case delay
is (D), where D is the diameter of the target topology. Further, our algorithm has message and computational complexities of (MD + P )
in the worst case and, for most applications, (M + P ) in the average case—the same as other message-efﬁcient algorithms, and an optimal
space complexity of (P ), where M is the total number of messages used by the underlying computation. We also give a scheme using
counters that greatly reduces the constant associated with the average message and computational complexities, but does not suffer from the
counter-overﬂow problems of other schemes. Finally, unlike some previous schemes, our algorithm does not rely on ﬁrst-in ﬁrst-out (FIFO)
ordering for message communication to work correctly.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Accumulation; Broadcast; Detection delay; Distributed computation; k-ary n-cubes; Message complexity; Message passing; Termination detection

1. Introduction
1.1. Background
In this paper, we consider efﬁcient algorithms for detecting termination of parallel and distributed computations. The
problem of distributed termination detection (DTD), as it is
often called, is a fundamental one in parallel and distributed
computing, with close relationships to other important problems such as deadlock detection, garbage collection, snapshot
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computation, and global virtual time approximation [36,24].
The model of the computing system used is the same as that
in previous work [4] and basically consists of an asynchronous
network of P reliable processing elements (PEs) labeled
0, 1, . . . , P − 1 with diameter D and no shared memory. Each
PE is connected to one or more PEs, known as its neighbors,
by reliable bidirectional links. A PE may send messages to or
receive messages from its neighbors along the bidirectional
links connecting them. Although message passing between
only neighboring PEs is common in parallel and distributed
algorithms, there are many parallel algorithms which require
message passing between PEs at arbitrary distances from each
other [8]. In such cases, a PE may send messages to or receive
messages from any other PE and the messages are assumed
to be routed via intermediate PEs or routing switches (in the
latter case, no additional computational overhead is incurred
by non-neighbor communication) on a shortest path between
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source and destination PEs. The only effect that the messagepassing behavior of the parallel/distributed algorithm has on
a DTD algorithm is that the detection delay (to be deﬁned
shortly) of the DTD algorithm may be more in the case where
arbitrary PEs communicate compared to the case in which only
neighboring PEs communicate. In this paper, our main discussion will pertain to the neighbor–neighbor message-passing
case, but we will point out any signiﬁcant differences in the
arbitrary-distance message-passing case.
The parallel/distributed computation whose termination is to
be detected is termed the primary computation and messages
used by it are called primary messages. The total number of
primary messages is denoted by M. The computation associated
with the DTD algorithm is called the secondary computation
and the messages used by it are termed secondary messages.
Note that even when the primary computation uses primary
messages between only neighboring PEs, the DTD algorithm,
depending upon its design, may use secondary messages between non-neighboring PEs; again, the secondary messages are
assumed to be routed via intermediate PEs or routing switches
on a shortest path between source and destination PEs. As far
as the correctness of a DTD algorithm is concerned, message
communication latencies may be arbitrary but ﬁnite. For the
purpose of detection delay analysis of our proposed new DTD
algorithm and of related DTD algorithms, however, the following realistic assumptions are made: (1) the time for a message to traverse a single communication link is bounded by a
constant; (2) the time to process a simple secondary message
that requires ﬁxed processing is bounded by a constant; (3) the
number of minimum-payload messages that can be held in the
communication buffer of a PE is bounded by a constant; (4) actions required by the secondary computation are given higher
precedence by a PE relative to those required by the primary
computation (i.e., DTD algorithm actions are not delayed because of primary computation being performed by a PE); and
(5) as implicitly assumed in previous work, the effect of communication buffer and link contention on latency per link traversed by a message is bounded by a constant.
The following features characterize the primary computation:
(1) At any time, a PE can be either busy, or otherwise idle, as
follows.
Deﬁnition 1. A PE is busy if it has some primary computation
to perform, otherwise it is idle.
(2) Only a busy PE may send primary messages to its neighbors via its adjacent communication links (or to arbitrary PEs in
the arbitrary-distance message-passing case as mentioned previously). (3) A busy PE becomes idle after completing the part
of the primary computation assigned to it. (4) PEs can receive
primary messages in both busy and idle states. (5) An idle PE
becomes busy when and only when it receives a primary message. We assume that initially all PEs are assigned some primary
computation, i.e., initially all PEs are busy—generalization of
the discussions in this paper to the case when only some of
the PEs are initially busy is straightforward [29]. Thus, once
a PE becomes idle, it cannot spontaneously become busy. The

DTD problem lies in one (or all) PEs inferring the completion
of the primary computation. Clearly, for the primary computation to be complete, not only must all PEs become idle, but
also there should be no primary messages in transit since idle
processors receiving such messages can become busy. Therefore, DTD algorithms need to ensure both these conditions are
simultaneously met before signaling termination.
To analyze the performance of DTD algorithms, we will use
the following four metrics: (1) Worst-case detection delay Td
deﬁned as the worst-case time between the actual completion
of the primary computation and its subsequent detection; the
worst-case detection delay of DTD algorithms when message
passing is between arbitrary PEs will be denoted by Td ; (2)
Worst-case message complexity Ms , which is the total number
of secondary messages used over all PEs in the worst case; (3)
Worst-case space complexity Ss measured by the total memory
used over all PEs by the secondary computation in the worst
case; and (4) Worst-case computational complexity Cs over all
PEs of the secondary computation.
1.2. Related work
Although DTD is a long-standing problem, new algorithms
for it with different performance characteristics and varying
assumptions regarding the target computing system model appear regularly [2–4,9,11,14,15,17,18,22,24,25,28,27,29,31,32,
36–39]. Some of these algorithms are efﬁcient in terms of the
number of secondary messages used [4,17,28], but may take a
long time to detect termination [4]. Similarly, some of the algorithms are either less compute intensive [15] or require less
memory [14], but are vulnerable to underﬂow [15] or overﬂow [14,3] problems. 2 Although the system model described
in Section 1.1 is most commonly used, there are algorithms
meant for other system characteristics: those that rely on a
common clock [9,25,31], or assume a speciﬁc target system
topology [11], or require ﬁrst-in ﬁrst-out (FIFO) communication between PEs [39], 3 or are designed to tolerate PE or link
failures [9,18,22,32,37,38]. A general approach to transform a
DTD algorithm meant for a fault-free system into that for a
system with PE failures (assuming the non-faulty system graph
remains connected) is given in [27]. A survey of DTD algorithms appears in [23].
Before proceeding further, it is worth noting that [4] presents
a “delayed-DTD” approach that allows their DTD algorithm to
work correctly even when started at an arbitrary time after the
primary computation has commenced. The advantage of using
this approach is that the complexity of the DTD algorithm then
depends not on the total number of primary messages M, but
rather on the number of primary messages M  M sent out after the DTD computation begins. The other advantage is that
2 In these algorithms, underﬂow [15] or overﬂow [14,3] may occur in
counters used to keep track of how primary-computation load at a PE gets
distributed to other PEs because of dynamic load balancing [15] or the number
of messages sent and received by a PE [14,3].
3 That is, messages sent out by any PE i to another PE j are processed by
the latter in the same order as they were issued by i.
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it enables fault-tolerant DTD: if the system detects the failure of some PEs or links during the primary computation, as
long as the system graph remains connected and the integrity
of the primary computation itself is not affected (i.e., it provides a meaningful output and eventually terminates), the DTD
algorithm can be restarted (after aborting any existing instance
of the DTD algorithm) on the residual fault-free system graph
[38]. The downside is that the approach relies on FIFO message communication between PEs, requires as many messages
as the number of communication links, and introduces nondeterminism into the detection delay (see [21] for explanation).
In order to keep the detection delay deterministic so that different DTD algorithms can be compared, and to avoid the restrictive assumption of FIFO capability, we assume in all our
performance analyses that the delayed-DTD approach is not
used. Therefore, we use M instead of M  in all complexity expressions. Moreover, the delayed-DTD approach is applicable
to all DTD algorithms considered in this paper 4 ; therefore, the
above assumption is a fair one as far as performance comparison of the different algorithms is concerned.
1.3. Shortcomings of related work and our contributions
Existing DTD algorithms meant for general network topologies and system model assumptions described in Section 1.1,
e.g. [4,17,28,14], while being efﬁcient with respect to one performance metric, turn out to be inefﬁcient with regard to other
metrics. As we will explain shortly, of the four metrics discussed in Section 1.1, detection delay is arguably the most
important metric to optimize. In Section 2, we provide a common framework for analyzing DTD algorithm detection delay,
which we note depends upon the sum of secondary-message
communication time and secondary-message processing time.
However, the analysis of detection delays of DTD algorithms
in previous work (e.g., in [28]) has commonly ignored two
factors critical to accuracy: (a) secondary-message processing
time has been ignored and (b) secondary-message communication time between PEs at arbitrary distances has been assumed
to be constant. We also explain in Section 2 that termination
detection requires collecting state information of all PEs using,
say, a tree spanning them. The number of links to be traversed
along the longest leaf-to-root path in this tree affects secondarymessage communication time, whereas the branching factors
of PEs along leaf-to-root paths in this tree inﬂuence secondarymessage processing time. For any tree embedded in a target
system graph, these two parameters are intimately linked: reducing one generally causes the other to increase. In fact, message processing time complexity is equal or higher, in order
terms, compared to message communication time complexity
on an arbitrary topology in the near-neighbor message-passing
case, and so the former should not be ignored in detection delay
analysis (as done, e.g., in [28]).

4 In fact, this observation of ours inspired the formulation of a general
approach to transform any DTD algorithm so that it can work correctly when
initiated any time after the primary computation has begun [30,29].
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Therefore, to correctly analyze the detection delay of a DTD
algorithm on a system with a physically realizable topology,
both of the previously ignored factors mentioned above must
be captured. Our analysis in Section 2 shows that the worstcase detection delay of any DTD algorithm is at least equal in
order terms to that for an optimal one-to-all broadcast, which
we accurately characterize for an arbitrary topology and show
to be (D) for most popular topologies. In Section 6, we also
accurately analyze the worst-case detection delays and other
performance metrics of several existing DTD algorithms: three
of these use acknowledgments [4,17,28] and one uses message
counting to keep track of in-transit primary messages. We ﬁnd
that their worst-case detection delays are (P ) on most system
topologies, which is much higher than the optimal complexity
of (D) for these topologies.
Since for most applications the computation and space complexities of the DTD algorithm are modest compared to that of
the primary computation, these two complexities are the least
important. The message complexity of DTD algorithms is important, especially since in the worst case, secondary messages
on the order of the number of primary messages are required.
However, secondary messages are usually very short-length
messages and hence for most applications they will consume
a much smaller fraction of the available communication bandwidth compared to primary messages.
There are several factors that make detection delay the most
important metric to optimize: (1) detection delay signiﬁes a
waste of computing resources of the parallel or distributed system. This is accentuated by the fact that the gap between processing speed and communication speed is widening every year
[33,35], and since detection delay is dependent upon inter-PE
communication delays, for the same detection delay, more computing cycles are wasted in newer systems. The situation is especially severe in distributed systems like computational grids
(communication times are even longer here) and mobile distributed systems in which message transmission and processing
delays are higher because of limited bandwidth, limited processing power, higher error rates, and frequent disconnections
[22]. (2) In many applications, results from a primary computation cannot be reliably used before ascertaining its termination, leading to undue delay in their utilization. (3) Sometimes
an application consists of many phases, where a new phase can
begin only after termination of the previous phase has been detected [6,20]. This requires the use of multiple DTD algorithms
one after the other and aggravates both of the above problems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we present a common framework to analyze DTD algorithm
detection delay and provide complexity lower bounds for DTD.
Next, in Section 3, we present a new DTD algorithm and in
Section 4, prove its correctness. We analyze its performance
in Section 5 and show that it has a best-case detection delay of (1) and a ﬁnite optimal worst-case detection delay
on any topology equal in order terms to the time for an optimal one-to-all broadcast on that topology—on k-ary n-cube tori
and meshes, the worst-case delay is (D). Thus it minimizes
the above problems. We also show in Section 5 that our algorithm has optimal or near-optimal values for other performance
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neighboring PEs in the target topology. The distance D(pi , pj )
between any two PEs pi and pj is the number of links on the
shortest path in the target topology between them. The length
of a path p1 , p2 , . . . , pm  in the termination tree from PE
p1 to PE pm , where p1 , p2 , . . . , pm are all PEs on the termination tree, is deﬁned to be equal to the sum of the distances
m−1 between consecutive PEs on the path, i.e., it is equal to
i=1 D(pi , pi+1 ). Finally, the height of a termination tree is
deﬁned to be equal to one less than the number of tree vertices
on the root-to-leaf path with the most number of tree vertices
on it. Note that the length of the longest root-to-leaf path in a
termination tree is greater than its height if there is at least one
pair of adjacent tree vertices on the path corresponding to nonneighboring PEs in the target topology; otherwise, the two are
equal.
Fig. 1(a) shows a termination tree spanning the PEs of a 5×5
2-D mesh network and illustrates many of the above-deﬁned
terms. In it, PE 12 is the root of the termination tree and PEs
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 13, 16, and 24 are its 10 leaf PEs. Some
adjacent vertices on the tree (e.g., PEs 14 and 19) are neighbors
in the 2-D mesh, while others (e.g., PEs 19 and 23) are not.
The root-to-leaf path with the most number of tree vertices on
it is 12, 17, 22, 21, 20, 15, 16; since there are seven vertices
on this path, the height of the termination tree is 6. The root-toleaf path with the longest length is 12, 18, 14, 19, 23, 24 and
its length is D(12, 18) + D(18, 14) + D(14, 19) + D(19, 23) +
D(23, 24) = 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 1 = 8.

metrics as well. We accurately analyze the complexity of several related DTD algorithms and compare them to our new DTD
algorithm in Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2. DTD detection delay analysis framework and
complexity lower bounds
In this section, after discussing some preliminaries, we
present a framework for analyzing the detection delay of and
provide lower bounds on the complexity of DTD algorithms.
The delay analysis framework will be used to analyze the detection delay of our new DTD algorithm in Section 5.1 and of
related DTD algorithms in Section 6. The complexity lower
bounds will be used to assess the performance and optimality
of our and related DTD algorithms in Section 6.
2.1. Preliminaries
We explain a few concepts and introduce some terms that
will prove useful in our discussion and analysis of DTD algorithms, especially those based on acknowledgments (such
algorithms are among the most efﬁcient). Acknowledgmentbased algorithms employ a spanning termination tree with
a designated root PE and use acknowledgment messages to
keep track of in-transit primary messages [4,17,28]. The nonroot vertices of the tree correspond to the other PEs. Note
that adjacent tree vertices may not necessarily correspond to
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Fig. 1. (a) A tree Tf spanning the 25 PEs of a 2-D mesh network. The termination tree has height 6 because of root-to-leaf path 12, 17, 22, 21, 20, 15, 16.
The length of the longest root-to-leaf path (viz. 12, 18, 14, 19, 23, 24) is 8. LTf = 8 and BTf = 7; note that, during accumulation, STOP messages are sent
from a child PE to its parent (i.e., in the reverse direction of arrows shown). (b) One variation of tree Topt for the 2-D mesh with Lopt = 4 and Bopt = 6.
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2.2. Common detection delay analysis framework
Next, we brieﬂy discuss some operational characteristics of
acknowledgment-based DTD algorithms and introduce a common framework that will be used later to analyze their detection
delays. In such algorithms, at any time, a PE may be loaded,
or free, as deﬁned next.
Deﬁnition 2. A PE is free if and only if it is idle and all primary
messages sent by it to other PEs have been acknowledged,
otherwise it is loaded.
From Deﬁnitions 1 and 2, it follows that if a PE is free, it
must be idle. Also, a busy PE will be loaded. Moreover, an idle
PE will be loaded if at least one primary message sent by it
to other PEs has not been acknowledged. Initially, all PEs start
out as busy and loaded, and subsequently they may become
alternately idle and busy or free and loaded a number of times.
An essential aspect of the termination detection process involves non-root PEs sending a STOP (or similar) message to
their parents in the termination tree as soon as they become free
and, in the case of non-leaf PEs, have also received STOPs from
all their child PEs. Termination is signaled by the root PE when
it becomes free and has also received STOPs from all its child
PEs. That is, termination involves an all-to-one accumulation
in the termination tree, starting at the leaf PEs and ending at the
root PE, of the free state of all PEs through the use of STOP
messages. When the accumulation is complete, termination can
be signaled because it signiﬁes all PEs are free. The latency
of this accumulation operation determines the detection delay
of DTD algorithms and, as mentioned earlier, depends upon
the sum of two factors: secondary-message communication
time and secondary-message processing time. Both of these
factors depend upon the structure of the termination tree. Our
algorithm is designed to use a predetermined static spanning
termination tree Topt with adjacent vertices on the tree
corresponding to neighboring PEs in the target topology and
structured so as to minimize the sum of secondary-message
communication and processing times on the target topology.
Other acknowledgment-based algorithms, on the other hand,
employ dynamic termination trees whose structures change,
either without [4,17] or within constraints [28], during the
primary computation, and so their secondary-message communication and processing times are also different—the root
PE, however, always remains the root. Thus, in these other
algorithms, although the termination tree may initially start as
Topt when the primary-computation commences, the termination tree Tf at the time of termination, unlike in our algorithm,
may be quite different, with edges that are not in Topt .
We next accurately characterize the detection delay of
acknowledgment-based DTD algorithms by analyzing the time
complexity of the above-described accumulation operation during DTD. This can be done by analyzing secondary-message
communication and processing times separately. First, if message processing time is ignored, accumulation delay depends
soley upon secondary-message communication time, which is
clearly proportional to the length LTf of the longest root-to-
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leaf path in Tf . That is, (LTf ) is the zero-processing-delay
secondary-message communication time. For example, for the
tree Tf in Fig. 1(a), LTf = 8—note that the effect of buffer
and link contention during communication is ignored in this
analysis as stated and for reasons given in Section 1.1.
Next, if message communication time is ignored, accumulation delay depends soley upon secondary-message processing
time. In this case, the time BTf at which the accumulation operation completes at the root PE can be computed recursively
starting from leaf PEs and proceeding toward the root PE as
follows. Assume the accumulation operation starts at time 0
with leaf PEs in Tf sending to their parent PEs a STOP message, each of which takes unit time to process. A PE sends a
STOP to its parent PE in Tf as soon as it has received and processed STOPs from all its child PEs (and it is itself free)—note
that the STOP is instantaneously received by the parent PE
because we are ignoring message communication time in this
analysis. Suppose a PE pi in Tf receives STOPs simultaneously
from npi ,l child PEs at time tpi ,l , where npi ,l 1, 1 l mpi
(i.e., mpi is the number of distinct times STOP messages arrive at pi from its child PEs during the accumulation operation), and 0 tpi ,1 < tpi ,2 < · · · < tpi ,l−1 < tpi ,l . The time at
which the ﬁrst set of STOPs received at time tpi ,1 would have
been processed is bpi ,1 = tpi ,1 + npi ,1 , the time at which the
second set of STOPs received at time tpi ,2 would have been
processed is bpi ,2 = max(tpi ,1 + npi ,1 + npi ,2 , tpi ,2 + npi ,2 ),
and so on. Therefore, the time at which all STOPs would have
been processed by pi and the time at which a STOP will be
sent to the parent PE is bpi ,mpi = max(tpi ,mpi −1 + npi ,mpi −1 +
npi ,mpi , tpi ,mpi + npi ,mpi ); if pi is the root PE, instead of
sending a STOP, it will signal termination at time bpi ,mpi =
BTf . In this recursive manner, the zero-communication-delay
secondary-message processing time (BTf ) can be computed.
For example, for the tree Tf in Fig. 1(a), BTf = 7.
Both LTf and BTf depend upon the structure of Tf . Clearly,
when both secondary-message communication and processing
times are considered, accumulation delay is at least as much as
the larger of the two (i.e., it is (max(LTf , BTf )) = (LTf +
BTf )) and, since message communication and processing may
overlap during accumulation, it is no more than the sum of
the two (i.e., it is O(LTf + BTf )). This leads to the following
lemma.
Lemma 1. For a termination tree Tf at the time of termination
in an acknowledgment-based DTD algorithm, the time complexity of an all-to-one accumulation of the free states of PEs
in Tf is (LTf + BTf ), where (LTf ) is the zero-processingdelay secondary-message communication time and (BTf ) is
the zero-communication-delay secondary-message processing
time.
Consequently, in this and later sections, we will analyze DTD
detection delay complexity by analyzing each of secondarymessage communication and processing times separately while
ignoring the other.
We next deﬁne a few terms related to secondary-message
communication and processing times that will be useful in
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Fig. 2. Examples of k-ary n-cube tori/meshes: (a) 2-D torus (n = 2), (b) 3-D mesh (n = 3), and (c) hypercube (n = log2 P ).

characterizing the detection delay complexity of DTD algorithms later. Let Lmax,h (Lmax,h ) denote the maximum possible value for the length of a root-to-leaf path in a termination
tree of height h embedded in the target topology, such that vertices that are adjacent on the tree are also (may not necessarily
 ) to be
be) neighbors in the target topology. Deﬁne Bmax (Bmax
equal to BT for a termination tree T embedded in the target
topology and structured so as to maximize it, such that vertices that are adjacent on the tree are also (may not necessarily
be) neighbors in the target topology. Finally, let Lopt ≡ LTopt
and Bopt ≡ BTopt . Recall that Topt in our algorithm is structured so as to optimize its worst-case detection delay, which is
(Lopt + Bopt ). For example, for the 2-D mesh of Fig. 1(a),
(one possible variation of) Topt is given in Fig. 1(b); for this
tree, Lopt = 4 and Bopt = 6.
The following lemma provides bounds on the above-deﬁned
termination tree properties for arbitrary topologies.
Lemma 2. For termination trees used in acknowledgmentbased DTD algorithms on an arbitrary target topology of
diameter D and containing P PEs: (1) Lmax,h = h; (2)
Lmax,h = (h), Lmax,h = O(hD), Lmax,D = (D 2 ),
Lmax,P −1 = (D 2 + P ), and Lmax,P −1 = O(P D); (3)
Lopt = (D); (4) Bmax = (D) and Bmax = O(P ); (5)

= P − 1; and (6) Bopt Lopt , Bopt = (D), and also
Bmax
Bopt = O(min(Ddmax , P )), where dmax is the maximum degree of a PE in the target topology.
Proof sketch. Most of the results are self-evident and require no explanation. Lmax,h = O(hD) since consecutive PEs on a root-to-leaf path may be O(D) distance
apart. Lmax,D = (D 2 ) because if we consider a path
p0 , p1 , p2 , . . . , pD  in which consecutive PEs pi and pi+1 ,
0 i < D, are neighbors in the target topology, then the ordering p0 , pD/2 , p1 , pD/2 +1 , p2 , pD/2 +2 , . . . is one in
which consecutive PEs are (D) distance apart. Similarly,
Lmax,P −1 = (D 2 + P ) because a chain of (D) PEs can
have a length of (D 2 ) and the remaining (P ) PEs can be

= P − 1 since
ordered to have a length of at least (P ). Bmax
the termination tree may have a star structure. 
To derive tight bounds for Bmax , Lmax,h , and Bopt , and hence
for worst-case detection delays of various algorithms, we

speciﬁcally consider an interesting and very general class of
topologies called k-ary n-cube tori, which includes rings (n=1),
2-D tori (n=2), 3-D tori (n=3), and hypercubes (k=2) [8]
(see Fig. 2). Here, n is referred to as the dimension and k the
radix of the topology. Every PE has an n-digit radix-k label
an−1 an−2 . . . ai . . . a1 a0 , and has neighbors an−1 an−2 . . . ((ai +
1) mod k) . . . a1 a0 and an−1 an−2 . . . ((ai − 1) mod k) . . . a1 a0
along each dimension i. A k-ary n-cube tori consists of k kary (n − 1)-cube tori with corresponding PEs in each k-ary
(n − 1)-cube connected in a ring. The number of PEs in a
k-ary n-cube is P = k n and its diameter is n k/2 . Another
class of topologies called k-ary n-cube meshes is also very
general, and differs from the k-ary n-cube tori class only in
that its members do not have end-around connections in any
dimension; the linear array (n = 1), 2-D mesh (n = 2), and
3-D mesh (n = 3) are its special cases (see Fig. 2).
Tight bounds for Bmax , Lmax,h , and Bopt for k-ary n-cubes
are provided in the next lemma.
Lemma 3. For termination trees used in acknowledgmentbased DTD algorithms on an arbitrary k-ary n-cube torus or
mesh of diameter D and containing P PEs: (1) Bmax = (P );
(2) Lmax,h = (hD); and (3) Bopt = (D).
Proof sketch. First, Bmax = (P ) because a linear ordering
G(k, n) = p0 , p1 , . . . , pk n −1  of the P PEs in which consecutive PEs are neighbors can be obtained using a reﬂected Gray
code, where pi ≡ ai,n−1 ai,n−2 . . . ai,1 ai,0 , 0 i < P , denotes
the label of the ith PE in the ordering. We prove the second result by deriving another linear ordering G (k, n) of the P PEs
in which consecutive PEs are (D) distance apart by swapping
suitable pairs of PEs in G(k, n). For example, G(6, 2) = 00,
01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25,
35, 34, 33, 32, 31, 30, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 55, 54, 53, 52, 51,
50 and G(5, 2) = 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 34, 33, 32, 31, 30, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, where
“swappable” PEs—to be deﬁned shortly—are underlined and
PEs at odd-numbered positions that are not swappable are overlined. Note that when k is even, P is even, when k is odd, P is
odd, and that there are an even number of PEs at odd-numbered
positions (i.e., pi such that i is odd), regardless of whether k is
 = a +k/2 mod 2k/2 . For all PEs p
even or odd. Let ai,j
i,j
i
 < k, 0 j < n—these are referred to
such that i is odd and ai,j
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 a .
as swappable PEs—let pl = F(pi ) ≡ ai,n−1
ai,n−2
. . . ai,1
i,0
It can be shown that: (1) l is odd and pl is swappable; (2)
F(F(pi )) = pi or F = F −1 ; (3) all P /2 = k n /2 PEs at oddnumbered positions in G(k, n), when k is even, are swappable;
(4) when k is odd, only those PEs pi at odd-numbered positions
for which any ai,j = k/2 , 0 j < n, are not swappable—
n
n
the number of such PEs is clearly k −(k−1)
or the number
2
of swappable PEs is the even number (k − 1)n /2 = (k n ) =
(P ). For example, in G(6, 2), p15 = 23, p35 = 50, F(p15 ) =
p35 , and F(p35 ) = p15 , and in G(5, 2), p7 = 12 is a PE at
an odd-numbered position that is not swappable, p5 = 14 =
F(p20 ) = F(41). Let G (k, n) denote a linear chain of PEs
obtained from G(k, n) by replacing all swappable PEs pi in
the latter by F(pi ). For example, G (6, 2) = 00, 34, 02, 30,
04, 32, 15, 41, 13, 45, 11, 43, 20, 54, 22, 50, 24, 52, 35, 01,
33, 05, 31, 03, 40, 14, 42, 10, 44, 12, 55, 21, 53, 25, 51, 23
and G (5, 2) = 00, 34, 02, 30, 04, 41, 13, 12, 11, 43, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 01, 33, 32, 31, 03, 40, 14, 42, 10, 44. Since
a termination tree of height h, 0 h < P , can correspond to
a subchain consisting of h + 1 consecutive PEs in G (k, n),
Lmax,h = (hD).
Finally, for the third result, we consider an optimal one-toall broadcast in a k-ary n-cube torus, based upon its recursive
construction from a single PE, as follows. Let the root PE,
which has the data to be broadcast, have label 0n . 5 There are
in all n stages, with (k/2) steps per stage. In each stage i, for
1 i n, all PEs with labels of the form 0n−i+1 x that already
have the data, broadcast it on a ring of k PEs including PEs
with labels of the form 0n−i bx—the broadcast is accomplished
in (k/2) steps by ﬁrst sending the data from PE 0n−i+1 x to
its two neighbors on the ring (one neighbor in the case of a
hypercube for which k = 2) and then spreading it in opposite
directions on the ring; here, x is any (i − 1)-digit radix-k label
and 1b < k. This broadcast tree can also be used for an
all-to-one accumulate and for DTD by reversing the direction
of communication in it, and is, in fact, the tree Topt used in
our DTD algorithm. During the accumulate, all communication
is between neighboring PEs only and any PE at a given time
receives and processes only a ﬁxed number of messages (0, 1,
or 2) from its child PEs. Since there are n stages in all, with
(k/2) steps per stage, Lopt and Bopt both = (nk/2) =
(D). For example, an optimal broadcast/accumulate tree for
a 5-ary 2-cube mesh (i.e., a 2-D mesh) with Lopt = 4 and
Bopt = 6 is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Similar results can be established for k-ary n-cube
meshes. 

2.3. Complexity lower bounds for DTD algorithms
Note that in any DTD algorithm, in the worst case, information about the states of all PEs needs to be collected for DTD
after termination has occurred. This essentially requires an allto-one accumulation operation at some PE to gather the information. An optimal all-to-one accumulation operation at, say,
the root PE can be performed using the termination tree Topt
5 Superscripts in labels denote concatenation.
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referred to earlier since it minimizes (Lopt + Bopt ), which
captures the worst-case message communication and processing delays for the accumulation operation. An optimal one-toall broadcast has the same complexity as an optimal all-to-one
accumulation operation and can be performed by reversing the
communication paths in the latter [34]. It is shown in [7,4] that
Ms of any DTD algorithm is (M + P ). Since each secondary
message is associated with some computational overhead, Cs
of any DTD algorithm also has the same complexity. Finally,
each PE needs to store information such as its label and state
(busy or idle) information, so that the space complexity Ss is
(P ). Therefore, from Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain:
Theorem 4. Any DTD algorithm, on an arbitrary target topology of diameter D and containing P PEs, has a worst-case detection delay that is at least equal in order terms to the time
for an optimal all-to-one accumulate or one-to-all broadcast
on it. Speciﬁcally, for any DTD algorithm, Td = (Bopt ), Td =
(Bopt ), Ms = (M + P ), Ss = (P ), and Cs = (M + P ),
where M is the number of primary messages used by the primary
computation. On k-ary n-cubes, Td = (D) and Td = (D).
3. Our algorithm: STATIC_TREE_DTD
3.1. Basic idea
We now present our new DTD algorithm which, like the algorithms in [4,17], uses a spanning termination tree for DTD.
However, as explained in Section 2.2, our termination tree Topt
is static: it is rooted at a root PE, with adjacent vertices on the
tree corresponding to neighboring PEs in the target topology,
and is structured so as to optimize a one-to-all broadcast from
the root PE (i.e., to optimize (Lopt + Bopt )). 6 Therefore, we
refer to our algorithm as STATIC_TREE_DTD. By deﬁnition, termination is reached when the primary computation is complete.
In a parallel primary computation at any time, the primarycomputation load is either with PEs or is extraneously present
in primary messages that will ﬁnally reach a destination PE. In
our algorithm, at all times, we regard (irrespective of whether
it is actually the case or not) the entire primary computation
as “originating” at the root PE and then “branching out” from
there to all PEs via “transfers” from a PE to its child PEs in
the termination tree. In natural fashion then, termination is detected at the root PE by an inverse process of “branching in,”
in which starting at leaf PEs, child PEs notify their parent PE
when they have ﬁnished their primary computation. Since the
worst-case secondary-message communication and processing
delay is (Lopt + Bopt ), the worst-case branching-in process
time, and hence the worst-case detection delay of our algorithm,
as will be shown later, is also on the same order.
The key to our algorithm’s reduced detection delay is that
it is structured so that we are consistently able to regard the
6 This can most often be done by choosing a spanning tree of minimum

depth with the “root” PE being a center of the spanning tree [34]. The center
of a tree is deﬁned as a vertex with the minimum distance to the furthest
vertex from it; any tree has at most two centers [10].
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primary computation at any PE as originating from its parent
in the termination tree, and hence by extension from the root
PE. Although the algorithms in [4,17] also start with a spanning tree and initially have the same perspective with regard
to primary-computation loads at PEs, they do not maintain that
perspective. In [4] (see Section 6.1), a PE at any time is considered to have received its primary-computation load from all
PEs that have sent it a primary message which it has not yet
acknowledged. This therefore leads to a worst-case chain of
(M) PEs in which a PE needs to send an acknowledgment
to the preceding PE and it can only do so after receiving one
from the next PE in the chain. In [17] (see Section 6.1), a PE
i is considered to have received its primary computation from
a PE j that sent the most recent primary message to it when it
was free. Again, we see that the PE which is regarded as the
source of the primary-computation load at a given PE changes
depending upon how primary messages are transmitted. In the
worst case, we may have a sequence of (P ) PEs in which
each PE is regarded as the origin of the primary-computation
load at the following PE. This necessitates a sequence of (P )
acknowledgment messages or a (P ) detection delay. Below
we describe our algorithm and explain how we maintain the
consistent perspective mentioned above to reduce detection delay while guaranteeing correctness.
3.2. Algorithm description
In our algorithm, at any time, a PE can be either busy or else
idle, loaded or else free, and active or else inactive—the ﬁrst
four terms have been deﬁned in Deﬁnitions 1 and 2; the last two
will be deﬁned a little later. Note from Deﬁnitions 1 and 2 that
if a PE is busy, it must be loaded, and if it is free, it must be idle.
So the only combination of these states that a PE can have are
(busy, loaded), (idle, loaded), and (idle, free). Consider ﬁrst the
simpler case of DTD in which no primary messages are used. In
this case, a non-root PE i reports a STOP message to its parent
once it is free (which is the same as i being idle since no primary
messages are used) and has received STOP messages from all
its child PEs, if any. By doing so, i essentially notiﬁes its parent
that all primary-computation load that had branched out from i
has been processed. Thus STOP messages are passed up the tree
starting at free leaf PEs until the root PE receives STOPs from
all its children. Finally, when the root PE also becomes free, it
means that all primary computation is complete, and hence the
root PE signals termination by broadcasting a TERMINATION
message to all PEs.
Next, consider the more general case in which primary messages may be used. In this case, we use two extra messages,
ACKNOWLEDGE and RESUME, so that we can view as before the primary-computation load at any non-root PE as originating from that PEs parent, and by extension from the root
PE. A primary message Mi,j originating at PE i and destined
for a neighbor PE j is said to be “owned” by i until an ACKNOWLEDGE is received for that message. If PE j has not
yet reported a STOP to its parent, then we view the primarycomputation load associated with Mi,j as being part of the
existing primary-computation load at j. In this case, recipient

PE j sends an ACKNOWLEDGE message to sender PE i right
away.
However, if PE j has already reported a STOP to its parent
before receiving Mi,j , it “resumes,” sending a RESUME message upward in the termination tree. The RESUME message is
sent to nullify a STOP message previously transmitted along
this path from j. Note that at this time the root PE will not
have signaled termination, since PE i, the sender of Mi,j , has
not yet reported a STOP. The RESUME message from j travels upward until it encounters an ancestor PE k that has not
reported a STOP message to its parent (either because it is not
free or because it has not received STOP messages from all its
children in the termination tree). The nulliﬁcation of the STOP
messages by RESUME messages means that subsequently any
PE on the path from PE j to k (excluding PE j) can report a
STOP to its parent only after it receives one from its child on
the path. Thus the primary-computation load of Mi,j now with
PE j can again be viewed as originating at the root PE and having come to PE j via a sequence of transfers along the path
from the root PE to k to j in the termination tree. The ancestor PE k receiving the last RESUME message then sends an
ACKNOWLEDGE for the message Mi,j down the termination
tree to PE j from where it is passed onto the neighboring sender
PE i. On receiving the ACKNOWLEDGE message, i “relinquishes” ownership of Mi,j originally sent to j and can report a
STOP whenever it becomes free and has received STOPs from
all its child PEs. When message passing is between arbitrary
PEs, the ACKNOWLEDGE message from ancestor k is directly
sent to sender PE i.
Note that when primary messages are used, a PE may become
alternately busy and idle, and loaded and free. Moreover, a PE
may also report STOP and RESUME messages alternately. We
will refer to PEs as active or inactive as follows.
Deﬁnition 3. A non-root PE is active if it has either not sent
any STOP messages to its parent, or if it has not sent a STOP
after the last RESUME, otherwise, it is inactive. The root PE
is active until it signals termination, after which it becomes
inactive.
From the deﬁnition it follows that if a PE is inactive, it must
be free, and hence idle. Moreover, a free PE will be active if
it has either not received STOPs from all its children, or if it
has not received STOPs from all its children after sending out
the last RESUME received from one of its children. Initially,
all PEs start out as active, and subsequently PEs may become
alternately inactive and active a number of times (along with
alternately idle and busy, and free and loaded, as stated previously). A formal description of our STATIC_TREE_DTD algorithm is given in Fig. 3.
3.3. Algorithm illustration
In Fig. 4, we show a spanning tree mapped onto some target topology to illustrate the above DTD procedure. Black circles represent inactive PEs that have received STOP messages
from all their child PEs and have also reported a STOP message to their corresponding parent PEs (after reporting the last
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Fig. 3. Pseudocode for algorithm STATIC_TREE_DTD.

RESUME, if at all they reported one); white circles represent
active PEs that have not yet reported a STOP to their parent
PEs (after reporting the last RESUME, if at all they reported
one). Thus in Fig. 4(a), all PEs except PEs 0, 2, and 4 have reported a STOP message to their corresponding parent PEs. At
this time, PE 4 sends a primary message to neighboring PE 5.
Since PE 4 owns this message until it receives a corresponding
ACKNOWLEDGE message, it is not allowed to report a STOP
even if it becomes idle in the meantime. Note that if PE 4 is
allowed to report a STOP at this point, and if PEs 0 and 2 also
stop before the primary message is received by PE 5, then an
incorrect termination will be signaled by PE 0—the primarycomputation load corresponding to the primary message from
PE 4 to PE 5 has not been processed at this point. Therefore,

we require all primary messages to be acknowledged before a
PE can report a STOP. When the message sent by PE 4 is received by PE 5, it resumes and sends a RESUME message up
the termination tree to nullify a previously transmitted STOP
message along this path (see Fig. 4(b)). When the RESUME
message is received by PE 2, it no longer needs to be transmitted any further up the tree, since there is no prior STOP
message to be neutralized. So an ACKNOWLEDGE message
is transmitted from PE 2 to PE 4 via PE 5, to acknowledge the
primary message received by PE 5 (see Fig. 4(c)). On receiving the ACKNOWLEDGE message, PE 4 relinquishes ownership of the primary message previously sent to PE 5 and can
report STOP if it is idle, and does not own any other primary
messages (see Fig. 4(d)).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of STATIC_TREE_DTD procedure on an arbitrary topology. (a) PE 4 sends a primary message to PE 5. (b) PE 5 resumes and sends a
RESUME message up the termination tree to PE 2. (c) PE 2 sends an ACKNOWLEDGE message to PE 4 via PE 5. (d) PE 4 relinquishes ownership of the
previously sent primary message, and reports a STOP (assuming it is free). White circles denote active PEs and black circles denote inactive PEs.

4. Proof of correctness of STATIC_TREE_DTD
4.1. Preliminaries
Before proving the correctness of algorithm STATIC_TREE_
DTD, we need to deﬁne a few terms. All algorithm statements
cited hereafter refer to the statements in STATIC_TREE_DTD.
Let t0 denote the time at which the initialization of termination–
detection variables (statement 1) is completed; the primary
computation begins after t0 . At any time t t0 , a PE is either
active or inactive. By Deﬁnition 3, the root PE is active until it
signals termination.
Deﬁnition 4. The state of the termination tree at any time t t0
is deﬁned by the set A of active PEs at that time, where t0 is
the time the primary computation begins.
The state changes either during a STOP or a RESUME event,
which are deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 5. A STOP event is said to start at an active nonroot PE u when it becomes inactive and reports a STOP to its
parent, or in the case of the root PE, when it reports TERMINATION. This is followed by a sequence of STOPs from child
to parent, one after another, along the path from u toward the
root PE. The STOP event is said to be complete when the STOP
from u either: (1) reaches an ancestor PE that is not free or is
waiting for at least one other STOP, or when (2) it reaches the
root PE and the root PE signals TERMINATION. The STOP
path corresponding to u for this event is the set of PEs, ordered from u toward the root PE, that report STOPs (or signal
TERMINATION in the case of the root PE).
In the above, PEs on the STOP path become inactive.
Deﬁnition 6. A RESUME event at an inactive PE v is said to
start when it receives a primary message, becomes active, and
reports a RESUME to its parent. This is followed by a sequence
of RESUMEs from child to parent, one after another, along the

path from v toward the root PE, until the RESUME reaches an
active PE, and the RESUME event completes. The RESUME
path corresponding to v for this event is the set of PEs, ordered
from v toward the root PE, that report RESUMEs.
In the above, PEs on the RESUME path become active.
Deﬁnition 7. By a state event we mean either a STOP or a
RESUME event. Two state events are said to be simultaneous
if the time periods of their occurrence from start to completion
have any overlap. A set of state events is considered to be simultaneous if for every pair of events (i, j ) in the set, there exists a sequence of events i, e1 , e2 , . . . , em , j  in the set, where
m 0, such that any pair of consecutive events in the sequence
are simultaneous.
With the above preliminaries out of the way, we next prove
that our algorithm does not incorrectly signal termination.
4.2. Proof of no incorrect termination detection
First, in Lemma 5, we relate the effect of a set of simultaneous state events to the net effect of the state events occurring in
a particular sequence, without any overlap, assuming message
communication in links is in FIFO order. Since STOP and RESUME messages from a PE alternate, it sufﬁces in this case to
just set to 1 and reset to 0 the elements of child_inactive in statements 4 and 8, respectively. Using this lemma, we show next in
Theorem 6 that STATIC_TREE_DTD does not incorrectly signal
termination when FIFO communication takes place. Finally, in
Theorem 7 we show that using increment and decrement operations on the elements of child_inactive correctly handles the
non-FIFO case as well.
4.2.1. FIFO case
Lemma 5 (Mahapatra and Dutt [21]). Assume that message
communication in links is in FIFO order and that the elements
of child_inactive in statements 4 and 8 of STATIC_TREE_DTD
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are set to 1 and reset to 0, respectively. Then the state of the
termination tree at the completion of a set of multiple simultaneous state events is the same as when these state events occur
one after another in order of their start times, with ties broken
arbitrarily.
We refer the reader to [21] for a proof to the above lemma.
Theorem 6. Assuming message communication in links
is in FIFO order and that in statements 4 and 8 of
STATIC_TREE_DTD the elements of child_inactive are set to
1 and reset to 0, respectively, STATIC_TREE_DTD does not
signal termination when there is primary computation to be
performed.
Proof. First, we show that between state events, the set A of
active PEs induces a tree, the active tree T , rooted at the root
PE in the termination tree, and that at all times, the root PE is
active if there are any other active PEs. Recall from Lemma
5 that simultaneous STOP and RESUME state events can be
ordered one after another by their start times (with ties broken
arbitrarily), without altering the ﬁnal state of the termination
tree. Therefore, we assume in the rest of the proof that simultaneous state events are ordered in this manner, so that at any
time only a single STOP or RESUME state event takes place.
We ﬁrst establish the hypothesis below concerning the active
tree using induction on the number of state events.
Hypothesis. Between any two state events, the set A of active
PEs induces a tree, the active tree T, rooted at the root PE in
the termination tree. Moreover, at any time, if A = ∅, then
root ∈ A.
Induction basis: At t0 , the base case when the termination
tree has not undergone any state changes, the hypothesis is
vacuously true as all PEs are active and the active tree is the
termination tree.
Induction step: We assume that the hypothesis holds at time
tm (just after the mth state event completes), and consider
its validity at time tm+1 (just after the (m + 1)th state event
completes)—since there are no state changes after the mth and
before the (m + 1)th state events, the hypothesis remains valid
during that interval; we will show that the second part of the hypothesis concerning the root PE also holds during the (m+1)th
state event. The (m+1)th state event will be either a STOP or a
RESUME event. We already know that in a STOP event, active
PEs on the STOP path become inactive one by one from the
ﬁrst to the last PE on the path, and that in a RESUME event,
inactive PEs on the RESUME path become active from the ﬁrst
to the last inactive PE on the path.
Suppose the (m + 1)th state event is a STOP event. There
are two facts to consider. First, the set of active PEs Am at tm
induces an active tree Tm rooted at the root PE. Second, from
Deﬁnition 5, the only active child of a PE on the STOP path
is also on the path (otherwise, the PE will have two pending
STOPs), except for the ﬁrst PE which has no active children,
and hence is a leaf of Tm . These two facts combined imply
that when PEs on the STOP path become inactive at tm+1 and
are deleted from Tm , the rest of the active PEs will remain
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connected to form an active tree Tm+1 rooted at the root PE.
It also follows that if the root PE is on the STOP path—the
only way it can become inactive at tm+1 —then its only active
child, if any, at tm is on the STOP path. This active child in
turn can have at most one active child which must also lie on
the STOP path, and so on, until we reach the ﬁrst PE on the
STOP path which is a leaf of Tm . That is, if the root PE is
on the STOP path, then Tm is the STOP path. Hence, if the
root PE becomes inactive at tm+1 , all other active PEs will
become inactive before it. Thus the hypothesis holds for a STOP
event.
Next, consider a RESUME event. From Deﬁnition 6, the
parent of the last inactive PE on the RESUME path is active
and hence a leaf of Tm . Therefore, when inactive PEs on the
RESUME path become active at tm+1 , Tm will simply have a
path of active PEs attached to a leaf PE, so that Tm+1 will also
be an active-tree rooted at the root PE. Since no PE becomes
inactive, the root PE will be active throughout the RESUME
event. Hence the hypothesis holds for a RESUME event, too.
Figs. 5(a) and (b) depict how the active tree in an arbitrary termination tree at tm changes to that at tm+1 due to simultaneous
STOP and RESUME events, the effect of events being obtained
by ordering them in an arbitrary manner.
Note that all primary-computation load is either with active
PEs, or is in primary messages which in turn imply at least one
active PE (because of pending acknowledgments). This means
that if there is primary computation to be performed, then A =
∅. Moreover, since from the above hypothesis, root ∈ A if A =
∅, and since the root PE will not signal termination when it
is active, STATIC_TREE_DTD will not signal termination when
there is primary computation to be performed, thus proving
Theorem 6. 
4.2.2. Non-FIFO case
Theorem 7. STATIC_TREE_DTD does not signal termination
when there is primary computation to be performed, irrespective of whether message communication in links is in FIFO
order or not.
Proof. STOP and RESUME messages from any PE j must alternate and the ﬁrst message among these two types must be a
STOP message. Therefore at any time, 0 (number of STOPs
sent out by j )−(number of RESUMEs sent out by j ) 1. Also,
note that child_inactive[j ] in parent i of j records the number
of STOPs minus the number of RESUMEs that i has received
from j at any time. Thus, child_inactive[j ] = 1 for child j of
PE i implies that (1) if all STOP and RESUME messages sent
by PE j have been received by PE i, then the last message sent
by PE j was a STOP message, or (2) else there is at least one
RESUME message sent by PE j that has not yet been received
by PE i. In the ﬁrst case, child_inactive[j ] correctly reﬂects the
state of PE j, i.e., PE j has no computations to perform, and
hence PE i can report a STOP to its parent once all its children
have reported a STOP (i.e., child_inactive[k] = 1, ∀ children
k of i) and it has become free. This will result in correct termination detection. In the second case also, PE i can report a
STOP to its parent once the above two conditions are satisﬁed.
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Fig. 5. (a) State of the termination tree before the (m + 1)th state event starts showing the active tree Tm at that time, and (b) state of the termination tree
after the (m + 1)th state event completes showing the new active tree Tm+1 . White circles denote active PEs and black ones inactive PEs. The dashed curve
demarcates the active tree.

However, this will not result in signaling of termination since
the sender PEs corresponding to the pending RESUME messages (and hence pending acknowledgments) will not have
reported a STOP. When these RESUME messages are later
received, they will be passed up the termination tree to nullify
previously sent STOP messages.
Hence we see that by having increment–decrement operations on elements of the child_inactive array we are able to
achieve the same effect as when message communication is
FIFO, albeit with some intermediate spurious changes which
are corrected after some delay. Note that we also showed that
during these spurious changes (that do not occur when message
communication is FIFO) termination is not signaled. Thus the
theorem follows from Theorem 6. 

leaf PEs in the active tree receive these STOPs, they will report
a STOP to their parents and become inactive, so that the activetree contracts again toward the root PE. Since the termination
tree has a ﬁnite height, the root PE will eventually become inactive a ﬁnite time after ta and signal termination. 
Theorem 9. STATIC_TREE_DTD correctly detects termination
of any parallel primary computation, irrespective of whether
messages in links are communicated in FIFO order or not.
Proof. From Theorems 6 and 7, STATIC_TREE_DTD will not
signal termination incorrectly if the primary computation is not
yet completed. The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 8. 
5. Complexity analysis of STATIC_TREE_DTD

4.3. Proof of ﬁnite detection delay
Next we show that our algorithm has a ﬁnite detection delay;
we will analyze its best- and worst-case detection delays in
Section 5.

Here we analyze the performance of our DTD algorithm
and suggest modiﬁcations that can improve its average-case
performance.
5.1. Detection delay

Theorem 8. STATIC_TREE_DTD signals termination a ﬁnite
time after the primary computation is complete.
Proof. After the primary computation is complete, say, at time
ta , and after all pending acknowledgments have been received,
say, at time ta , there are no more primary messages sent or received, hence inactive PEs can no longer become active. Therefore the active tree Ta at time ta can either contract toward the
root PE or remain unchanged. An active PE that completes its
computation at time ta will have free = 1 once it has received
any pending acknowledgments (statement 3), which it will in
ﬁnite time since ACKNOWLEDGE messages follow a deﬁnite
ﬁnite route. The leaves of the active tree are PEs with all inactive children. These leaf PEs will therefore report a STOP after
they have become free (statement 5). Next, when the new set of

Before we analyze the detection delay, we need to deﬁne a
few terms in relation to a rooted tree. A vertex is said to be at
level i if it is at a distance of i from the root [10]. Thus the
root is at level 0. The height of a vertex is deﬁned recursively
in terms of those of its children as follows. The height of leaf
vertices is 0. The height of an internal vertex is one more than
the maximum height of its children. Note that when all leaf
PEs, which are at height 0, are deleted from the tree, the new
set of leaf PEs are those originally at height 1. Similarly, when
these leaf PEs are deleted from the tree, the new set of leaf PEs
are those originally at height 2, and so on. The height of the
tree is the maximum height among all vertices, which is equal
to the height of the root or the level of the leaf vertex at the
maximum level.
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Next, we establish the best- and worst-case detection delays
of our algorithm.
Theorem 10. STATIC_TREE_DTD, on an arbitrary target
topology of diameter D and containing P PEs, has a bestcase detection delay of (1) and ﬁnite optimal worst-case
detection delays on the same order as an optimal one-to-all
broadcast (or all-to-one accumulation) on the target topology
of Td and Td both = (Bopt ), where Bopt = (D) and also
Bopt = O(min(Ddmax , P )) and dmax is the maximum degree
of a PE in the target topology.
Proof. After the primary computation ends and termination
occurs at time ta , RESUME and ACKNOWLEDGE messages
corresponding to some yet unacknowledged primary messages
may be passed up and down the termination tree, respectively,
till a later time ta (see statements 7–9 in Fig. 3). It may take till
an even later time ta by when any pending ACKNOWLEDGE
messages from recipient PEs of primary messages have been
received and processed by all sender PEs. From the proof for
Theorem 8, after ta , the active tree Ta at time ta can only
contract toward the root PE. In the best case, the root PE will
be the only active PE at time ta and will obviously have no
pending acknowledgments. Therefore, it will signal termination
in (1) time as soon as it becomes idle. In the worst case,
all PEs will be active at time ta and, thereafter, the active tree
Ta will contract toward the root PE. Let ta denote the time
after ta by which Ta contracts to an empty set, i.e., ta is the
time termination is detected. We will ﬁrst show that the activetree contraction process between ta and ta in the worst case
is similar to an all-to-one accumulation operation at the root
PE, where the messages involved are STOP messages. Then,
we will show that the time intervals ta − ta and ta − ta are
O(ta − ta ) in the worst case. Thus, Td = Td = (ta − ta ).
First, consider active-tree contraction between ta and ta .
In the worst case, the active tree at ta will be equal to the
termination tree. Therefore, at ta , the leaf PEs of the active tree,
which are at height 0, will report a STOP and become inactive.
Next, when the new set of leaf PEs in the active tree, which are
at height 1, receive these STOPs at time tb = ta + c , they will
report a STOP to their parents and become inactive at time tb =
tb +npi ,1 m = ta +c +npi ,1 m , so that the active-tree contracts
by one level toward the root PE; here, npi ,1 is the number of
children that a PE pi (which is one of the new leaf PEs at height
1 that became inactive) has on the termination tree Topt and is
equal to the number of STOPs received (and processed) by it
at time tb (see Section 2.2), c is the time to transmit a STOP
message over a single communication link, and m the time
to process a single STOP message. Clearly, as the active tree
continues to contract, additional time for secondary-message
communication and processing is spent (see Section 2.2 for
all-to-one accumulation delay). Therefore, the total active-tree
contraction time ta − ta = Lopt c + Bopt m . From Lemma
2, Lopt = (D), Bopt Lopt , Bopt = (D), and also Bopt =
O(min(Ddmax , P )).
Second, consider the time ta − ta in the worst case. Since
STOP and RESUME messages from a PE must alternate, at any
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time, at most one RESUME message will need to be sent from
a PE to its parent, so that different RESUME messages will not
contend for the same communication link. Moreover, since a
RESUME and the corresponding ACKNOWLEDGE message
travel in opposite directions along the same path (statements
8 and 9), there also cannot be contention for communication
links between different ACKNOWLEDGE messages. Clearly,
in the worst case, all PEs, except the root and leaf PEs, will
be inactive just before ta , and the leaf PEs will all send a
RESUME up the tree (after receiving some primary message),
and just after that ﬁnish their computations and become idle
at ta (along with the root PE). These RESUME messages will
reach PEs at height 1 in the termination tree, each of which
will become active upon receiving and processing the ﬁrst RESUME. This ﬁrst RESUME will be passed up the termination
tree to the parent PE soon after it is processed, while each of
the RESUMEs received later (when the PE is already active)
will cause an ACKNOWLEDGE message to be sent in the
opposite direction of the corresponding RESUME soon after
previous RESUMEs and it are processed. Thus, RESUME
messages from leaf PEs will be passed up the termination tree
toward the root PE to different extents along their leaf-to-root
paths and will incur different processing delays at the PEs
they pass through (depending upon how many RESUMEs are
received earlier). ACKNOWLEDGE messages passed down
the termination tree incur constant processing delay at each
of the PEs they pass through. Clearly, there is no contention
between different RESUME and ACKNOWLEDGE messages and the total secondary-message communication and
processing delays incurred by any RESUME or ACKNOWLEDGE is no more than that incurred during an all-to-one
accumulate or one-to-all broadcast. Therefore, from the time
RESUME messages were sent by leaf PEs, all ACKNOWLEDGE messages will have reached their corresponding leaf
PEs in ta − ta = O(Bopt ) time.
Next, consider the time interval from ta to ta in the worst
case. ACKNOWLEDGE messages will be sent from the recipient PEs of primary messages to the corresponding sender PEs.
Consider one such sender PE. Clearly, after a primary message is issued by the sender PE, it will take t1 = (D) time
in the worst case to reach the recipient PE. Once received, the
primary message will be processed by the recipient PE within
t2 = (1) time after processing up to (1) messages received
earlier and waiting to be processed in the communication buffer
of the recipient PE (see Section 1.1). After the primary message is processed by the recipient PE, it will take a further
t3 = O(Bopt ) time in the worst case (during which RESUME
and ACKNOWLEDGE messages are passed up and down the
termination tree, respectively, as discussed in the previous paragraph) before an ACKNOWLEDGE message is sent by the recipient to the sender PE, where it will reach in another t4 =
(D) time and be processed in an additional t5 = (1) time in
the worst case after processing up to (1) messages received
earlier and waiting to be processed in the communication buffer
of the sender PE. Since Bopt = (D) from Lemma 2, the total
time elapsed from the time a primary message is sent and the
corresponding ACKNOWLEDGE is received and processed by
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a sender PE in the worst case is t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 = O(Bopt ).
In other words, in the worst case, this elapsed time is cBopt or
less, where c is some constant.
The time interval ta − ta will be maximum when a sender PE
has the most number of unacknowledged primary messages at
the time of termination, ACKNOWLEDGE messages for which
it will then have to process after termination. This will occur
when the sender PE: (a) issues a primary message every time
unit, except during a time unit when it processes a received secondary message—recall from Section 1.1 that secondary computation actions (such as processing of a received secondary
message) take precedence over primary computation actions
(such as issuing of a primary message); and (b) the elapsed time
between the issuing of a primary message to the receipt and
processing of the corresponding ACKNOWLEDGE is maximum, which, for the purpose of a worst-case analysis, can be
assumed to be cBopt (although it may be less). If we consider
such a sender PE from the beginning of primary computation
at time 0, it will issue a primary message every time unit from
time unit 1 to time unit cBopt . From time unit cBopt + 1 to
time unit 2cBopt , it will be busy processing the ACKNOWLEDGE messages corresponding to the primary messages sent
earlier as they are received one after another. Again, from time
unit 2cBopt + 1 to time unit 3cBopt , it will issue primary messages every time unit and from time unit 3cBopt + 1 to time
unit 4cBopt , it will process the ACKNOWLEDGE messages
corresponding to them, and so on. Therefore, at any time (including at the time of termination), the maximum number of
primary messages yet to be acknowledged is O(Bopt ). Since it
takes (D) time in the worst case for ACKNOWLEDGE messages to reach sender PEs from recipient PEs after time ta and
only O(Bopt ) ACKNOWLEDGE messages are processed after
termination, ta − ta = O(Bopt ).
Hence, Td and Td both = (Bopt ). From Theorem 4, this
is also optimal and is the same complexity as that for an optimal all-to-one accumulate or one-to-all broadcast on the same
topology. 
Since from Lemma 3 Bopt = (D), we obtain the following
result.
Corollary 11. STATIC_TREE_DTD has an optimal worst-case
detection delay on k-ary n-cube tori and meshes of (D), where
D is the diameter of the topology.

claim regarding average message complexity under realistic
assumptions in the theorem below.
5.2.1. Average message complexity
Theorem 12. Assuming that all PEs have the same free probability (i.e., the probability of being free) q(t) at any time
1
(i.e., the reciprocal
t in the interval (t0 , ta ), and that 1−q(t)
of the loaded probability) averaged over (t0 , ta ) is bounded
above by a constant, the average message complexity Ms,avg of
STATIC_TREE_DTD is (M + P ) on all topologies. Here t0 is
the time when the primary computation begins and ta the time
it terminates, M is the number of primary messages, and P the
number of PEs.
Proof. Secondary messages used by STATIC_TREE_DTD are
STOP, RESUME, ACKNOWLEDGE, and TERMINATION.
The number of STOPs used is at least (P ) since every PE,
except root, must report a STOP for termination detection. The
number of STOPs required beyond this is the same as the number of RESUMEs. The number of TERMINATION messages
is (P ). Finally, since the number of links an ACKNOWLEDGE message traverses is just one more than the number
of RESUME messages triggered by an inactive recipient PE,
the ACKNOWLEDGE-message complexity is the same as the
RESUME-message complexity plus (M) (for M more
ACKNOWLEDGEs than RESUMEs). Therefore the average
(secondary) message complexity of STATIC_TREE_DTD is the
maximum of (P ), (M), and the RESUME-message complexity. We now determine an upper bound on the average
number of RESUME messages caused by a single primary
message. Consider a PE u0 in the termination tree of an arbitrary topology with sequence of ancestors (u1 , u2 , . . . , um−1 ),
where u1 is the parent of u0 and um−1 is the root PE. Let di ,
for 1i m − 1, denote the number of descendents of ui in
the termination tree. If a primary message is received by PE
u0 , it will not cause any RESUME messages if u0 or any of
its descendents is loaded, since in that case u0 will be active
(statement 7). A single RESUME message will result if u1 is
loaded and all its descendents (including u0 ) are free. Similarly, i RESUMEs will result, for 1 i m − 1, if ui is loaded
and all its descendents are free. Therefore, the average number
of RESUMEs resulting from the receipt of a single primary
message by PE u0 is:
Mavg (u0 ) =

5.2. Message complexity
We now consider the message complexity of STATIC_
TREE_DTD. Since each primary message can potentially cause
(D) RESUME messages before an acknowledgment for it is
issued, the message complexity can be as much as (MD+P ).
However, on the average, the message complexity will likely
be (M + P ) because a single primary message is likely to
cause multiple RESUMEs only toward the end of the primary
computation. At all other times, when enough computation
load is available with PEs, only a single RESUME is likely
to be caused by a primary message. We establish the above


(1 − q) · q di · i .

m−1

i=1

In the above equation, we have used q instead of q(t) for simplicity. Note that 0 < d1 < d2 < · · · < dm−1 and mP for
any PE on any topology, and that 0 q(t) < 1 for t ∈ (t0 , ta )—
q < 1 because before ta the primary computation is not terminated. Therefore, we can replace m by P and q di by q i in
the above expression to upper bound the average number of
RESUMEs caused by a primary message as:
Mavg 

P
−1 


P
−1 



(1 − q) · q i · i = (1 − q) · q ·
i · q (i−1)

i=1

i=0
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d
= (1 − q) · q ·
dq
= (1 − q) · q ·
=q·

d
dq

P −1



q

i

i=0



1 − qP
1−q

1 − q (P −1) [P − (P − 1)q]
.
1−q

Since both q and 1 − q (P −1) [P − (P − 1)q] are less than
one, and since it is assumed that the reciprocal loaded prob1
ability 1−q
= (1) on the average over the time interval
of interest, the average number of RESUMEs per primary
1
message is Mavg = O 1−q
= O(1), or the total average
RESUME-message complexity is O(M). Therefore, the average secondary-message complexity of STATIC_TREE_DTD under the assumptions of the theorem is Ms,avg = (M +P ). 
Note that a loaded PE is always busy except when after sending out some primary message it becomes idle and waits for an
acknowledgment. In this case, the PE remains loaded and idle
until it receives the pending acknowledgment or it receives a
primary message and becomes busy. In practice, the likelihood
of a PE being loaded and idle will be very small, so that the
loaded probability will essentially be the same as the busy probability. The assumption in the above theorem that the average
reciprocal loaded probability (or the average reciprocal busy
probability) is bounded above by a constant is a realistic one.
This is because, in practice, one desires to maintain a certain
minimum efﬁciency in the utilization of PEs [16], which translates to a minimum acceptable busy probability or a maximum
acceptable reciprocal busy probability requirement. Thus the
problem size or the amount of primary computation is scaled
with the number of PEs used to solve a problem to meet this
requirement. Moreover, for most applications the busy probability is likely to be high for most of the primary computation,
so that the average reciprocal busy probability and hence the
constant associated with the average message complexity of
STATIC_TREE_DTD is likely to be low. Even in an application
with a low busy PE probability of, say, only 20%, the constant
associated with the average message complexity will be at most
5. Below we give a method for reducing this constant further.
5.2.2. A practical technique for reducing message complexity
The constant associated with the average message complexity of our algorithm can be substantially reduced by using for
every PE i a counter cntrj to store the number of ACKNOWLEDGE messages that need to be sent to each sender PE j. Initially, the counter is initialized to zero. Each time a primary
message is received from PE j, cntrj is incremented. After every tint time interval or just before cntrj is about to overﬂow,
PE i sends a single RESUME message with the value rj in
cntrj (if it last reported a STOP and if cntrj is non-zero) to
its parent. Thereafter, it resets cntrj , and increments it on receiving primary messages from PE j as before. The RESUME
message from i travels up the termination tree until it reaches
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an active ancestor PE. The ancestor PE then sends an ACKNOWLEDGE message with the same counter value rj that
the RESUME had down the tree to i. PE i then sends an ACKNOWLEDGE message to PE j along with the value rj to
acknowledge rj primary messages. Thus the number of RESUMEs and ACKNOWLEDGEs is reduced by a factor of rj .
With the reduction in RESUMEs, the number of STOPs also
reduces correspondingly. Since RESUME messages are sent
out, if needed, every tint time interval for each sender PE, after the primary-computation terminates at time ta , a RESUME
may be delayed by maximum tint time. Therefore, the detection delay will increase by an additive factor of tint . We keep
tint = (Bopt ), so that the detection delay does not change in
order terms. Note that higher the primary-message trafﬁc, more
will be the extent of RESUME and ACKNOWLEDGE message
combining using counters, and hence greater the reduction in
average message complexity.
The above modiﬁcation will help keep the message complexity of our algorithm low, even at high primary-message trafﬁc,
without causing counters to overﬂow (since counters are ﬂushed
before overﬂow occurs). This is in contrast to overﬂow problems that may occur at higher trafﬁc in other message-efﬁcient
algorithms [4,17] (see Table 1). However, the use of counters
in each PE increases the space complexity; but this is normally
not a major concern. Moreover, the increase in space complexity per PE is proportional to the number of its senders, and quite
frequently the possible set of senders to any PE is restricted to
a small set of, usually neighboring, PEs [12,13,19]. In cases
where the number of senders is large, a dynamic data structure
such as a binary search tree ordered by sender PE labels can
be used (with some small computational overhead) instead of
an array to store the counter values associated with the current set of senders, and thus reduce the memory requirement.
Thus, we conclude from Theorem 12 and the above discussion
that in most practical cases, the average message complexity
of STATIC_TREE_DTD will be (M + P ) with a very small
constant associated with it.
5.3. Space and computational complexities
Next, in our algorithm, each PE uses four boolean scalar
variables idle, free, inactive and terminated, one integer scalar
variable num_unack_msgs, and an integer array variable
child_inactive of size equal to the number of child PEs
(see Fig. 3). Thus, the space complexity of our algorithm is
(P ). Since each message is associated with some (constant)
computation, the worst-case and average computational complexities are the same as the worst-case and average message
complexities of our algorithm, (MD + P ) and (M + P ),
respectively.
5.4. Overall performance summary
The following theorem summarizes our algorithm’s performance:
Theorem 13. STATIC_TREE_DTD has the following complexities for various performance metrics on an arbitrary target
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topology of diameter D and containing P PEs:
(1) An optimal best-case detection delay of (1) and ﬁnite
optimal worst-case detection delays Td and Td both equal
in order terms to the time for an optimal broadcast in the
target topology of (Bopt )—for the class of k-ary n-cube
tori and meshes it is (D).
(2) Worst- and average-case complexities for both messages and computation of (MD+P ) and (M+P ),
respectively.
(3) An optimal space complexity of (P ).
Here M is the number of primary messages used by the primary
computation.
6. Complexity analysis of some existing DTD algorithms
and comparisons to STATIC_TREE_DTD
In this section, we ﬁrst accurately characterize the performance of some related DTD algorithms and then compare them
to STATIC_TREE_DTD.
6.1. Acknowledgment-based DTD algorithms
We now analyze the detection delays of three acknowledgment based algorithms. The algorithm of [4], like other
acknowledgment-based algorithms, embeds a spanning tree in
the target topology for DTD. Initially, all PEs are assumed
loaded with primary computation by their parents in the tree.
A primary message issued by a PE is acknowledged only after
the primary computation associated with that message is completed at the recipient and other PEs that may subsequently
receive primary messages from the recipient PE. Thus, if PE i
sends a primary message to PE j which subsequently sends a
primary message to PE l, then PE j sends an acknowledgment
to PE i when it becomes idle and has received acknowledgments for all primary messages (e.g., the one sent to l) issued
by it after receiving the primary message from PE i. Consequently, if there is a sequence of (not necessarily distinct)
PEs (p1 , p2 , . . . , pm ) such that pi receives a primary message
from pi−1 and subsequently sends a primary message to pi+1 ,
where 2 i m − 1, then pi will send an acknowledgment to
pi−1 only after it receives one from pi+1 and becomes idle.
A PE reports a STOP message to its parent in the spanning
tree when it becomes free and, in case it is a non-leaf PE,
has also received STOPs from all its child PEs. The root PE
signals termination after it becomes free and has received
STOPs from all its children. This algorithm always uses M
acknowledgment messages and P − 1 STOP messages and
so its message complexity is (M + P ), which is worst-case
optimal. However, since the M primary messages can form a
sequence, as mentioned earlier, of (M) PEs and the minimum possible worst-case secondary-message processing time
for any acknowledgment-based algorithm is (Bopt ), Td is
(M + Bopt ), which is quite high, since generally M = (P ).
If message passing is between arbitrary PEs, then in the worst
case, we may have a sequence of (M) PEs in which consecutive PEs are (D) distance apart, so that Td is (MD + Bopt ).

The worst-case space complexity is (M + P ) to store labels
of the PEs to which acknowledgments and STOPs need to be
sent, and, similarly, the worst-case computational complexity
is (M + P ) to process these secondary messages. From the
above discussion and from Lemmas 2 and 3, we obtain:
Theorem 14. The algorithm of [4], on an arbitrary target
topology of diameter D and containing P PEs, has Td =
(M + Bopt ), Td = (MD + Bopt ), and Ms , Ss , and Cs
all = (M + P ), where Bopt = (D) and also Bopt =
O(min(Ddmax , P )), dmax is the maximum degree of a PE in
the target topology, and M is the number of primary messages used by the primary computation. On k-ary n-cubes,
Td = (M + D) and Td = (MD).
The algorithm of [17] is similar to that of [4] described above,
except in the following respects. In [17], the set of loaded
PEs at any time belongs to a rooted tree such that all PEs,
except the root PE, are considered loaded by their parents.
When a free PE i receives a primary message m from a loaded
PE j, it is considered to be loaded by PE j and becomes a
part of this tree with PE j as its parent, thus changing the
structure of the tree. As in [4], PE i acknowledges receipt of
message m from PE j only after it becomes free. However,
unlike that in [4], all messages received by PE i when it is
loaded are acknowledged as soon as it becomes idle, which
helps improve its worst-case detection delay complexity while
retaining the optimal worst-case message complexity feature
of [4]. Such messages do not affect the structure of the tree of
loaded PEs in [17]. Again, as in [4], STOP messages are sent up
this tree of loaded PEs starting at leaf PEs as they become free.
Note that although the tree of loaded PEs begins as a particular
spanning tree with some root PE, the tree structure is dynamic
throughout the primary computation, except for the initial root
PE which always remains the root. Clearly, Td = (Bmax )
 ). The worst-case message and
and Td = (Lmax,P −1 + Bmax
computational complexities are the same as those of [4]. The
worst-case space complexity is (P ) to store the labels of as
many PEs as to which STOPs need to be sent. From Lemmas
2 and 3 and the above analysis, we obtain:
Theorem 15. The algorithm of [17], on an arbitrary target
topology of diameter D and containing P PEs, has Td =
(Bmax ), Td = (Lmax,P −1 ), Ms = (M + P ), Ss = (P ),
and Cs = (M +P ), where Bmax = (D) and Bmax = O(P ),
Lmax,P −1 = (D 2 + P ) and Lmax,P −1 = O(P D), and M is
the number of primary messages used by the primary computation. On k-ary n-cubes, Td = (P ) and Td = (P D).
One of the features of our algorithm is that its termination tree
Topt is static with Lopt = (D) to optimize its detection delay.
Based upon this idea, the algorithm of [28] works in a manner
similar to that of [17] and “attempts” to improve its worst-case
detection delay while retaining its optimal worst-case message
complexity. The difference is that, unlike in [17], the termination tree structure, though still dynamic, is constrained in the
following way. A termination subtree rooted at any child PE of
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the main root PE is allowed to change as in [17] until it grows
to a height beyond 2D. At this point, the original subtree is
split to reduce its height to less than D and a new subtree of
height (D) is created, the root PE of which is then attached
directly as a child PE to the main root PE; this new subtree
again has the same constraint on its height and may spawn new
subtrees of its own when its height grows beyond 2D. Note that
although the root PEs of new subtrees created are child PEs of
the main root PE, they may not necessarily be neighbors of the
main root PE in the target topology, regardless of whether the
primary computation uses near-neighbor or arbitrary-distance
message passing. Vertices that are adjacent on a subtree, however, correspond to neighboring PEs in the target topology when
the primary computation uses near-neighbor message passing.
Therefore, the overall termination tree has a height of (D) in
the worst case. However, the worst-case detection delay does
not necessarily improve compared to that of the algorithm of
[17] because of two reasons. First, although subtrees created
may initially have a height of (D), they may shrink to even
a single PE (i.e., to the root PE of the subtree) as PEs on it
become free. Therefore, the number of subtrees that have their
root PEs as the child PEs of the main root PE at the time of termination may be as high as (P ) in the worst-case, regardless
of whether near-neighbor or arbitrary-distance message passing is used by the primary computation. This means that the
worst-case secondary-message processing time at the main root
PE is (P ). Second, in the arbitrary-distance message-passing
case, adjacent vertices on the termination tree may correspond
to PEs that are (D) distance apart (because Lmax,D = (D 2 )
from Lemma 2). The secondary message, space, and computational complexities of the algorithm are the same as that of
[17]. Therefore, from the above observations and from Lemmas
2 and 3, we obtain:
Theorem 16. The algorithm of [28], on an arbitrary target
topology of diameter D and containing P PEs, has Td = (P ),
Td = (P + D 2 ), Ms = (M + P ), Ss = (P ), and Cs =
(M + P ), where M is the number of primary messages used
by the primary computation. On k-ary n-cubes, Td = (P 2 )
for n = 1 and Td = (P ) for n2.
Therefore, Td for the algorithm of [28] is at least as high as
that of [17], but may be worse, and Td may be as high as that
of [17], but may be better.
6.2. Message-counting based DTD algorithm
Finally, we consider the algorithm in [14] which uses a
message-counting technique. It uses a marker that traverses a
cycle with C PEs on it such that the cycle spans all PEs in
the target topology—since this cycle may not necessarily be
simple, C = (P ). Each PE i stores the number of primary
messages sent and received by it in variables sntpi and recpi ,
respectively. The marker has variables sntm and recm which
store the total number of primary messages sent and received
in the target system. Initially, all variables are set to zero. When
the marker visits a PE i, variables are updated by PE i when it
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becomes idle as: sntm := sntm + sntpi , sntpi = 0, recm :=
recm + recpi , and recpi = 0. Then the marker is passed on
to the next PE in the cycle. When in a sequence of C visits,
the marker continuously ﬁnds that, at the start of a visit to a
PE i, recpi = 0, and sntm = recm at the end of the last
visit in the sequence, it signals termination. This algorithm can
have counter-overﬂow problems. The worst-case detection delay of this algorithm remains the same irrespective of whether
message passing is between only neighboring or between arbitrary PEs and is on the same order as the number of links in
the above cycle, the complexity of which is given in the next
lemma.
Lemma 17. A cycle containing all vertices can be found in
any connected graph with P vertices such that the number of
edges on the cycle is (P ).
Proof. Such a cycle can be formed, for instance, as follows.
Find a tree by a breadth-ﬁrst or depth-ﬁrst search in the given
graph. Then the traversal path (which includes backtracks) corresponding to a depth-ﬁrst search in this tree from some root
vertex is a cycle since the search starts at the root vertex, visits
all other vertices, and then ﬁnishes at the root vertex. Moreover, since each edge in the tree is traversed exactly twice, and
the tree has P − 1 edges, the cycle has 2(P − 1) edges. 
Therefore, the worst-case detection delay is (P ). Also, in
the worst-case, the marker will have to go around the cycle
once per primary-message transmitted, each of which has some
computation associated with it. Therefore, we obtain:
Theorem 18. The algorithm of [14], on an arbitrary target
topology containing P PEs, has Td = (P ), Td = (P ),
Ms = (MP ), Ss = (P ), and Cs = (MP ), where
M is the number of primary messages used by the primary
computation.
6.3. Comparisons between DTD algorithms
In Table 1, we compare the performance of our algorithm
with the optimal case and with four of the most efﬁcient algorithms proposed to date [4,17,28,14] that were analyzed in the
previous two subsections. Note that the detection delay, which
is the most important metric, and space complexity of our algorithm are optimal. The worst-case values of the other two
metrics are a factor of D more than optimal, which is obviously
because of the higher message complexity. However, as proved
in Theorem 12 and from the discussion following the theorem,
the average message complexity, and hence the average computational complexity, for most applications will be (M + P )
with a small constant factor. Furthermore, the constant factor in
this complexity can be greatly reduced further by using counters as discussed in Section 5.2.2. With this modiﬁcation, our
algorithm will have optimal or close to optimal values for all
metrics.
Note also that our algorithm has equal or better performance
than other algorithms in terms of all four metrics: (1) Td , Td :
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Table 1
Performance comparison of different DTD algorithms on a target system with arbitrary topology in terms of: (1) worst-case detection delay Td when message
passing is between only neighboring PEs; (2) worst-case detection delay Td when message passing is between arbitrary PEs; (3) worst-case message complexity
Ms ; (4) average message complexity Ms,avg , (5) worst-case space complexity Ss ; (6) worst-case computational complexity Cs ; and (7) average computational
complexity Cs,avg
Algorithms
Td
Td
Ms
Ms,avg
Ss
Cs
Cs,avg
Relevant
bounds

Optimal case

Chandrasekaran et al. [4]

Lai et al. [17]

Mittal et al. [28]

Kumar [14]

Our algorithm

(Bopt )
(Bopt )
(M + P )

(M + Bopt )
(MD + Bopt )
(M + P )
(M + P )
(M + P )
(M + P )
(M + P )

(Bmax )
(Lmax,P −1 )
(M + P )
(M + P )
(P )
(M + P )
(M + P )

(P )
(P + D 2 )
(M + P )
(M + P )
(P )
(M + P )
(M + P )

(P )
(P )
(MP )

(Bopt )
(Bopt )
(MD + P )
(M + P )
(P )
(MD + P )
(M + P )

O(M + P )
(P )
(M + P )
O(M + P )

Bopt = (D),
Bopt = O(min(Ddmax , P ))

Bmax = (D),
Bmax = O(P )

O(MP )

(P )
(MP )
O(MP )

Lmax,P −1 = (D 2 + P ),
Lmax,P −1 = O(P D)

D denotes the diameter, dmax the maximum degree of a PE, and P the number of PEs in the target system, Bopt , Bmax , and Lmax,P −1 are properties of the
target system topology deﬁned in Section 2.2, and M denotes the number of primary messages used by the primary computation.

Table 2
Performance comparison of different DTD algorithms on some popular target topologies in terms of: (1) worst-case detection delay Td when message passing
is between only neighboring PEs and (2) worst-case detection delay Td when message passing is between arbitrary PEs
Algorithms

Optimal case

Chandrasekaran et al. [4]

Lai et al. [17]

Mittal et al. [28]

Kumar [14]

Our algorithm

k-ary n-cube
Torus or mesh

Td
Td

(nk)
(nk)

(M + nk)
(Mnk)

(P )
(P nk)

(P )
(P + n2 k 2 )

(P )
(P )

(nk)
(nk)

Linear array
or ring

Td
Td

(P )
(P )

(M + P )
(MP )

(P )
(P 2 )

(P )
(P 2 )

(P )
(P )

(P )
(P )

2-D Mesh
or Torus

Td
Td

(P 1/2 )
(P 1/2 )

(M + P 1/2 )
(MP 1/2 )

(P )
(P 3/2 )

(P )
(P )

(P )
(P )

(P 1/2 )
(P 1/2 )

3-D Mesh
or Torus

Td
Td

(P 1/3 )
(P 1/3 )

(M + P 1/3 )
(MP 1/3 )

(P )
(P 4/3 )

(P )
(P )

(P )
(P )

(P 1/3 )
(P 1/3 )

Hypercube

Td
Td

(log P )
(log P )

(M + log P )
(M log P )

(P )
(P log P )

(P )
(P )

(P )
(P )

(log P )
(log P )

our algorithm is better than all other algorithms and has optimal performance. This can also be seen in Table 2 where
we have tabulated detection delays for all algorithms on several popular networks. The difference between our algorithm’s
detection delay and those of others is particularly signiﬁcant
on networks that have a reasonable amount of connectivity.
Also, note that the detection delay for other algorithms, except
[14], increases greatly when message passing between arbitrary PEs is allowed, while it remains the same for our algorithm (see Section 5.1). (2) Ms , Cs : we have shown that the
message and computational complexities of our algorithm for
most applications are (M + P ) on the average, same in order terms as other message-efﬁcient algorithms [4,17,28], but
with a very small constant associated with it. The message
complexity of [14] (which has the same detection delay as our
algorithm on linear arrays and rings, but much more on other
networks), however, is higher. (3) Finally, the space complexity of our algorithm is much better than that of [4] and equal

to those of [17,28,14]. Thus, overall, our algorithm has almost
optimal performance that is much better than those of other
algorithms.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a common framework that can
be used to accurately analyze the detection delay of DTD
algorithms, especially those based on acknowledgments. We
also presented our new STATIC_TREE_DTD algorithm that,
unlike other acknowledgment-based algorithms, employs a
static termination tree structured so as to minimize the sum of
secondary-message communication and processing times on
the target topology. We analyzed our and related DTD algorithms accurately using a number of relevant metrics for an
arbitrary topology and for k-ary n-cubes in particular. We found
that while previous DTD algorithms may be optimal with
respect to one performance metric, they are inefﬁcient with
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regard to other metrics. In particular, all previous methods have
a worst-case detection delay, the most important metric, of
(P ) on most topologies, where P is the total number of PEs.
This can result in undue idling of computing resources and delay in the utilization of primary computation results; this can be
especially acute in a distributed system. STATIC_TREE_DTD,
on the other hand, is optimal or near-optimal with respect to
all relevant performance metrics: its detection delay is optimal
(O(D) on k-ary n-cubes), message and computational complexities are O(MD + P ) ((M + P ) on the average for most
applications—the same as other message-efﬁcient algorithms
[4,17,28]), and space complexity is (P ) (optimal), where M
is the total number of primary messages used by the primary
computation and D is the diameter of the target topology. A
simple modiﬁcation using counters greatly reduces the constant
factor in the message and computational complexities of our
algorithm without causing counter-overﬂow problems that are
present in other algorithms [4,17]. Furthermore, unlike some
previous DTD algorithms [4,5,26], STATIC_TREE_DTD does
not require links to support FIFO message communication for
correct operation.
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